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ARSTRACT 
The purpose of this article is to show how the graded decomposition of complex simple Lie algebras 
g can be applied to studying adjoint varieties X and their secant varieties Set X. Firstly quadratlc 
equations defining adjoint varieties are explicitly given. Secondly it is shown that dim Set X _~ 
2 dim X for adjoint varieties X in two ways: one is based on Terracini’s lemma. and the other is on 
some explicit description of Set X in terms of an orbit of the adjoint action. Finally it is shown that 
the contact loci of the secant variety to its embedded tangent space have dimension two if X i\ ad- 
joint. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to show how the graded decomposition of com- 
plex simple Lie algebras B can be applied to studying adjoint varieties and their 
secant varieties. Here an adjoint variety is defined as follows: Consider a con- 
nected complex simple algebraic group G with the Lie algebra g and the adjoint 
representation of G on 8. Then G naturally acts on the complex projective space 
P,(g). The adjoint variety X is defined to be the unique closed orbit of this ac- 
tion (see, for example, [Btl], [Bt2], [WI), which is a smooth projective variety in 
P,(R), not contained in any hyperplanes, namely, non-degenerate, and does not 
depend on the choice of G. The secant variety of a complex projective variety X 
in P, denoted by Set X, is defined to be the closure of the union of complex 
projective lines in the ambient space P passing through at least two points of X 
(see, for example, [LV], [Z]). 
We firstly recall graded decomposition of Lie algebras as well as adjoint 
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varieties (see @1,2). Then in 53, for the convenience of concrete studies, we give 
a systematic realization of all adjoint varieties, that is, an explicit form of 
quadratic equations defining adjoint varieties in terms of Dynkin’s canonical 
form (see Theorem 3.1). By virtue of using Dynkin’s canonical form, our result 
naturally generalizes Freudenthal’s realization of adjoint varieties of excep- 
tional types F4, E6, El and Es, namely, symplecta, to the cases of arbitrary types, 
where he used the Killing form with case-by-case constant multiples (see [Frl; 
p. 4511, [Fr2; p. 4631, [Ym; pp. 86-891, [YA]). Although W. Lichtenstein [L] also 
explicity gave defining equations for any homogeneous projective varieties, his 
equations are written in terms of the Casimir operators and have a different 
form from ours. 
The secant dejkiency of a projective variety X C P is defined by 
S:=2dimX+l -dimSecX, 
and a non-degenerate X C lp is considered to have degenerate secants if S > 0 
and Set X # P. F.L. Zak proved that S I 4 dimX for non-degenerate smooth 
projective varieties X C lp’ with Set X # P, and gave a classification of X at- 
taining the bound, S = i dim X, which are called Severi varieties (see [LV], [Z]). 
We show in this article that if X C P,(g) is an adjoint variety, then 
dim Set X = 2 dim X, that is, adjoint varieties X have secant deficiency 6 = 1 
(see Theorem 5.1). We give two proofs for this result: One is based on Terracini’s 
lemma, and the other is on a description of the secants of the adjoint variety as 
the closure of an orbit, which is given below (see Proposition 5.3). We also show 
that if rk B > 2, then Set X # P,(g) ( see Proposition 5.4). Thus it turns out that 
the adjoint varieties for rk B 2 2 yield an example of homogeneous projective 
varieties with degenerate secants (see Example 5.5; see also [K]): note that the 
adjoint variety in the remaining case is of type A 1, which turns out to be a conic 
in P2 (see Proposition 4.1). Zak [Z] also listed homogeneous projective varieties 
with degenerate secants. However, adjoint varieties of rk B > 2 do not appear 
in his list because a certain dimensional condition is assumed there. 
For a point u E Set X, we denote by C,, the contact locus of the embedded 
tangent space T,,Sec X to Set X (see, for the definition of contact loci, $6). It is 
easily shown for a projective variety X C P that dim C, 2 S + 1 for a general 
u E Set X (see, for example, [FR; Lemma 2.21 and [Fj; Corollary 3.61; see also 
[Oi; Corollary 1.21). Moreover for all Severi varieties and Scorza varieties (see 
[Z], [LV]) and for all 3-dimensional X with degenerate secants (see [Fj]), it was 
shown in their classifications that dim C, = S + 1 for a general u E Set X, and it 
has been recognized that the dimension of C, is a significant invariant in clas- 
sifying projective varieties X with degenerate secants (see [02]). In the last 
section, we show that adjoint varieties also enjoy this property: In fact, we 
prove that if X is an adjoint variety, then C, is a 2-dimensional linear subspace 
in p*(g) for general u E Set X (seeTheorem 6.1). 
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1. GRADED DECOMPOSITION OF SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let Q be a complex simple Lie algebra with the Killing form B, IJ a Cartan sub- 
algebra, and R the set of roots with respect to h. For any (1 E R, there exist 
T,, E f~ and Y,, E Q such that 
B(T,,, H) = a(H), [H, Y,,] = a(H) Y,, 
for all H E h. Then B( r,,) T,,) # 0 and set 
Fix a system of simple roots, {a,, . . . , n,}, and define an ordering on R. Let X be 
the highest root with respect to the ordering, and let R+ be the set of positive 
roots. For each 0 E R, choose X,, E @. Y. such that 
Then {H,,, , XC,11 5 i < r, CI E R} forms a Chevalley basis of Q. From a standard 
fact (see, for example, [Hml; 25.21) one obtains 
Proposition 1.1. Let Q be a complex simple Lie algebra, und consider ez’genspuwr 
of ad 14~: 
Qj := {Y E Q](ad Hx)Y =,iY}. 
Then bve hue a decomposition, 
Q = Q-2 Cl3 Q-1 8 Qo CE QI 83 Qz 
with the~fo//ouqing properties., 
(2) 
(3) 
Rx := {cl E R+IX - cv E R}. 
[Qk. Q/l c Qk+/ with pi = 0 jbr Ijl > 2. 
Qkl #Oif andonly[f rkQ)2. 
The decomposition above is called the graded decomposition of’comples contucr 
type for Q in case of rk Q > 2 (see [Al], [A2], [W; 52, Theorem 4.21). 
2. ADJOINT VARIETIES 
Let G be a complex, connected, simple algebraic group with the Lie algebra Q. V 
a finite-dimensional complex vector space, and G 4 GL( V) an irreducible 
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representation of G (see, for example, [Hm2; 31.3 and 33.61). Then G naturally 
acts on the complex projective space P, ( V) of one-dimensional subspaces of V 
through the canonical projection, 
7r: V\{O}+P*(V);VHC~%~. 
From any non-zero ‘u E V one obtains a smooth, quasi-projective variety, 
X := 7r(G. w) = G x c P’*(V), 
where we set x := X(W) (see, for example, [Hm2; 8.31). Since the action is irre- 
ducible, X C: lP,( V) . IS non-degenerate, that is, not contained in any hyper- 
planes of P*( V). Moreover if v is a highest weight vector of the representation, 
then the orbit X is closed, hence projective (see, for example, [Hm2; 31.3, The- 
orem and 21.3, Corollary B]). Conversely a closed orbit in P,(V) is unique and 
obtained from a highest weight vector (see, for example, [FH; Claim 23.521). 
In general for a variety X in a projective space P or in an affine space A, we 
denote by T,X the embedded tangent space to X at x in P or in A: On the other 
hand, we denote by t,X the Zariski tangent space to X at x (see, for example, 
[Hr, Lecture 141, where our embedded tangent spaces in P and in A are respec- 
tively called the projective and affine tangent spaces). 
Lemma 2.1. For X = T(G. u) = G. x C P,(V) with T(P)) = x, MY have 
where note that B naturally acts on V by the diferential of the representation 
G + GL( V). 
Proof. It suffices to show that in either case 
r,x = T((8. ?J + u) \ {O)), 
where B. u + u is an affine subspace of g which is a translation of the vector 
subspace B. u by v. We see that 
B. II = t,.(G u) 
as vector subspaces via the natural isomorphism of vector spaces, V z t,.V. 
Therefore we have 
T,.(G u) = g. u + w 
subspaces in 
~T,.;:n:) \ (0)). 0 
V, and the result follows since TYX = 
Assume that the representation is adjoint. Then the orbit of the highest root 
vector .Y, E B yields a non-degenerate, smooth projective variety, 
X = YT(G. Xx) = G xx c P,(g), 
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where we set XX := 7r(X~). The varieties X C p,(g) obtained in this way are 
called adjoint wrieties. Note that adjoint varieties X C: p,(g) are determined by 
the Lie algebra B and independent of the choice of algebraic groups G with Lie 
algebra 8: Indeed for any such G, the image of the adjoint representation 
G -+ GL(g) is equal to Int(8). 
dim X = dim gl + 1 = #Rx $ 1. 
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 1.1 we describe (ad Q)X~ as follows: 
(ad S)XA = [c~%.C] + [B-I.~,J] CF- [BO.XX] -:fa [~i,X,\l Y: [er~,Jf~] 
= @ [X,, Xx] :+: [B- , . Xx] (I [go. X,] ? 0 (1‘ 0. 
Since ad A’,\ : G X--,, + @ X,-,, is an isomorphism for o E Rx, ad X, : CJ 1 - 
gl is an isomorphism, and we have [g- ,. XA] = 81. Moreover we have [go. XX] = 
82. Thus we find 
Obviously we have A’, E (ad Q)X~. Therefore the result follows from Lemma 
2.1. 0 
3. EQUATIONS DEFINING ADJOINT VARIETIES 
The Dynh-in’s um~niccrl,fbwz is defined as: 
B(Tx. TX) 
D(Y.Z):= 2 B( Y. Z). 
for Y, Z E 8. It follows that D(Hx. HA) = 2 and D(Hx> H) = X(H) for all H E I] 
(see ID; $21, [Ysl). 
Fix a constant E E @. For any Yt. Yz E 8, we define Y, V_ Y2 to be a complex 
linear endomorphism on B as follows: 
(Y,V_ Y~)Z:=;([Y,>[Y,,Z]]+[Y2.[Y,.Z]])+D(Y,.Z)Y2 
+ D( Y2, Z) YI - cD( Y,. Y2)Z 
for Z E 8. It follows that the product V_ is bilinear symmetric, and 
(Y V, Y)Z = (ad Y)‘Z + 3D( Y, Z) Y - ED( Y. Y)Z. 
Then, adjoint varieties X 2 P,(Q) are explicitly described as the zeros of 
quadratic equations, as follows: 
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Theorem 3.1. Let X 2 P*(g) be an adjoint variety. If E # 2, then we have 
X = r(W), where we set 
w := {Y E g \ {O}l Y v, Y = O}, 
and TT : a \ (0) -+ P, (8) is the canonicalprojection. 
To prove this result we rephrase the condition of IV 
Lemma 3.2. If& # 2, thenfor Y E g \ (0) 
(ad Y)2Z + 20( Y, 2) Y = Ofor all Z E 8. 
we have that Y V, Y = 0 fund only if 
Proof. In case of E # 2, setting Z = Y, we see that the equations 
(Y v, Y)Z=O as well as (ad Y)‘Z + 20( Y, Z) Y = 0 imply that D( Y, Y) = 0 
if Y # 0. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We may assume that G = Int g. By virtue of Lemma 3.2, 
it is sufficient to show the result with 
W= {Y E a\{O}I(ad Y)2Z+2D(Y,Z)Y =O(VZE g)} 
For the proof of the inclusion relation X C 7r( W), it is enough to show that 
X, E W since W is stable under the adjoint action and X is the orbit of 7r(Xx). 
According to the gradation in 01, each Z E Q is decomposed as: 
Z = z-2 + z-1 + zo + Zl + z2 
for some Zj E gj, and 2-2 = aX_x for some a E C. Then 
0(Xx, Z) = @Xx, Z-2) = &(Xx, Xx) = a. 
Hence 
(ad XX)~Z = (ad XX)~Z_~ = a(ad Xx)2X_x 
= a(ad Xx)Hx = -2aXx = -2D(Xx, Z)&, 
so that X, E W, as required. 
To prove the converse, it is enough to show that for any non-zero elements 
Yi, Y2 E W, T( Yl ) and K( Y2) are contained in the same orbit under the action 
of Int 8: This claim is shown below as in [Frl; $28.221, [Fr2; $381. 
We first consider the case D( Yi, Y2) # 0. Put Yi(t) := (exp t(ad 5)) Yi with 
{i,j} = {1,2}. B ecause of the definition of W, we have 
Y1(t) = Yl + f[Y2, Yl] - t2D(Y*, Y2)Y2, 
Y2(t) = Y2 + t[Y,, Y2] - t2D(Y2, Y,)Y,. 
Replacing Yi by Yi /D( Yt , Y2) (if necessary), we may assume that D( Yi , Y2) = 1, 
and it follows 
T(Yl(1)) = 74Y2(1)) = 4Yl + [Y2, Yl] - Y2) E J-c: P*(a), 
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that is, (exp(-ad Yt))(expad Yz)rr( Yt) = rr( Yz) with (exp(-ad Yt )) 
(exp ad Y2) E Int 8. This proves the claim. 
Next we show the claim in general. Assume that Wcontains at least two or- 
bits Wt. W2 such that Yi E Wi (i = 1,2). By virtue of the argument above, we 
may assume that W, is contained in the orthogonal complement, Yf := { Y E 
81D( YI : Y) = 0}, of YI. Since Yf is a linear subspace, the linear span ( WZ) of 
W2 is also contained in Yf. Since Yf 5 8, it follows that (W2) # 8. On the 
other hand, (WI) is a non-zero invariant subspace of g under the adjoint action, 
and the action is irreducible because g is simple. Therefore ( W2) = g, which is a 
contradiction. III 
3. IN CASE OF A, 
Let B be the Lie algebra, 
where 
[X+.X_] = H, [H. X+] = 2X+. [H. X-1 = -2X 
We concretely set 
We identify $*(13LzC) with P2 by r(<X+ + rlH + <X_) = (< : ‘1 : C), that is, 
-([; Jr,]) =(E:r1:0. 
and consider a conic in P’: 
Q : = {YT( Y) E P,(Gl$C)I det Y = 0) 
= { (< : 71 : <) E P’I(< + 7y = O}. 
Set .Y+ := -ir(X+);h := n(H) and x.. := rr(X_), where rr : $l~@ \{O}+P,(elzC) = 
P2 is the canonical projection. 
Proposition 4.1. (a) The udjoint action on P,($lz@) bus tw-o orbits aLs,follow.s. 
G. .Y+ = Q. and G. h = P2 \ Q. 
(b) In particular, Q is an adjoint variety%. and H’e have Set Q = P’. 
Proof. (a) This is an easy exercise of linear algebra since the action is conjugate 
and one may assume G = S&C. It follows from the definition of Q that 
G.x+ (ZQ and G.h&P*\Q since detX+=O and detH=-l#O. Con- 
versely, let Y be a non-zero element in $lz@. Since tr Y = 0, the set of eigen- 
values of Y is {a. -a} for some a E C. If a = 0, then the Jordan canonical form 
of Y is equal to X+, which means that rr( Y) E G. x+. Thus Q C: G. x+. If a # 0, 
then Y is diagonalizable, hence 7r( Y) E G. h. Thus P2 \ Q C G . h. 
(b) The conic Q must be an adjoint variety since it is a unique closed orbit of 
adjoint action, so that Set Q = P2 clearly follows. 0 
There is another proof for the orbit of h without diagonalization, that is, tan- 
gent lines to Q are available for a proof of P2 \ Q C G h, which geometrically 
illustrates relationship among x+,x_ and h. 
For an arbitrary point z E P2 \ Q, consider tangent lines to Q passing 
through z, and let x, y E Q be the points of contact, with x # y. It is easy to 
obtain a parametric representation for the orbit of (X+,X_) in e12@‘t’2. Elim- 
inating the parameters from this, we find that 
G.(.u+,xp) = Qx Q\A 
in P* x P2, where A is the diagonal set of Q x Q (A weaker statement still holds 
for a general case; see Lemma 5.2). Therefore there exists g E G such that 
g. (x+,x_) = (x!y). Since the action on P2 is linear, it follows that 
g. K, Q = GQ, and g. T,- Q = T)Q. 
On the other hand, we have 
T\-+Qn 71,-Q= {h}, 
which follows from the defining equation of Q. Therefore g. 12 = z since 
GQ n TvQ = (~1. 
Remark 4.2. It turns out that the geometric illustration of relationship among 
x+,x- and h extends to the case of general adjoint varieties (see the forth- 
coming paper [KY]). 
To conclude this section, for the case of A1 we explicitly compute the quadratic 
equations defining W in $3. Take a Cartan subalgebra IJ := @. H, and let 
X : C. H + C be a linear function defined by X(H) = 2. Then {X, -X} is the 
system of roots with respect to II, and we define an ordering on R so that X is 
positive, hence highest. It follows that {X+, H, X_} forms a Chevalley basis. Set 
Y := <X+ + rlH + <X_. The linear transformation, ad Y is represented by the 
matrix, 
with respect to the ordered basis (X+, H, X_), so that B( Y, Y) = tr ((ad Y)2) = 
8(n2 + EC). Thus T, = H/4 since B(H, H) = 8, and D( Y, Y) = B( Y, Y)/4 = 
2(q2 + [C). It follows that 
D( Y, Y’) = 277n’ + cc’ + E’C, 
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where Y’ := [‘X+ + n’H + <‘X__, so that the linear transformation, 
Z +- D( Y. Z) Y, is represented by the matrix, 
with respect to (X,, H, X-). Therefore the linear transformation. 
Z +--f (ad Y)‘Z + 20( Y!Z) Y, is just equal to multiplying by a scalar. 
4(<< + ~1~). Thus, taking account of Lemma 3.2 we have 
5 SECANT VARIETIES OF ADJOINT VARIETIES 
In this section we prove 
Theorem 5.1. [/“A’ C p, (8) is an adjoint variety, then dim Set X = 2 dim X 
We give two proofs: One is based on Terracini’s lemma (see, for example, [FR: 
$2]), and the other is based on a realization of Set X, which is given below. In 
either case, the following observation is essential: 
Lemma 5.2. The orbit G (.x-A. _v-A) in X x X is u dense open subset of’.Y x X 
Proof. According to [Hm2; 8.3, Proposition], each orbit is locally closed. On 
the other hand, it follows from [Z; p. 511 that G. (.Yx,.Y A) = X x X. Thus the 
claim follows. 0 
Proof 1 of Theorem 5.1 According to Terracini’s lemma, we have T,Sec X = 
(T,.Y. T, X) for a general point : E Set X such as 2 E (.y, y) for general points 
X.J E X. So we have 
dim Set X = dim( T,X, 7J.X) 
for general _y.j’ E X. It follows from Lemma 5.2 that 
dim(T,X, T,,X) = dim(7’,,,X, T,_,X) 
for general .Y. 1‘ E X. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that 
(T,,X. T’_,X) = p*(8-2 8 a-1 fli @. H,\ 13 81 @ e)% 
whose dimension is equal to 2(dimgl + 1) = 2dim X. This completes the 
proof. 17 
For another proof of the claim, we describe Set X as the closure of an orbit 
under the adjoint action. For a root Q of 8, let a,, be a Lie subalgebra of type A 1 
in B as follows: 
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S,=C.X,$C.H,$C.X_, 
Proposition 5.3. rfX C P, (8) is an adjoint variety, then the orbit G . hx is a dense 
open subset of See X, where X is the highest root of Q and hx = I. In partic- 
ular, we have Set X = G. P,(s~). 
Proof. For the former part, it is enough to show that Set X = G. hx (see the 
proof of Lemma 5.2). In case of Ai this follows from Proposition 4.1. 
For a general case, let GJ, be the algebraic subgroup of G corresponding to 
the Lie subalgebra $A, and let QA be the orbit GA. XX of XX by the action re- 
stricted to GA. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that Qx is a conic in P,(s,) pas- 
sing through xx and X-A. We first show that G. hx & Set X. It is sufficient to 
show that hx E Set X since X is homogeneous, and this follows from 
hx E Set Q,J C Set X. 
Next we show the converse. It suffices to show that a general point z of Set X 
lies in the orbit of hx under the adjoint action. By virtue of Lemma 5.2, we may 
assume that z E (x, y) and (x, y) = g. ( XX, X-X) for some g E G. It follows that 
g -’ z E (XX. xpx) C P,(e,). Then we may assume g-’ z $ QA since z is general. 
Thus it follows from Proposition 4.1 that g-’ . z = g’ . hx for some g’ E GA. Then 
we have that z = gg’ hx E G. hx. 
For the latter part, since it follows from Proposition 4.1 that 
G hA = G. GA . hA = G . (ln’,(ex) \ QA), 
we have G. hx = G. P, (5~). 0 
Now we give the second proof of the claim. 
Proof 2 of Theorem 5.1. It follows from Proposition 5.3 that dimSec X = 
dim G. hx. On the other hand, by virtue of Proposition 1.1 we have 
(ad @HA = [g-2, HA] @ [8-1, HA] @ [go, HA] ~9 IQ, HA] @ b32, HA] 
= Q-2 CB 8-l G3 0 $ !3l cl3 82. 
Since HA $ (ad g)Hx, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
Th,(G. hx) = P,(E-2 ~3 8-l @ c. HA ~3 81 @ Q2), 
whose dimension is equal to 2 dim X (see Proposition 2.2). This completes the 
proof. 0 
Proposition 5.4. IfX C [FD, (g) is an adjoint variety, then 
codim (Set X, P, (8)) = dim a0 - 1. 
In particular, if rk g > 2, then Set X # P,(g). 
Proof. From Propositions 1 .l, 2.1 and Theorem 5.1 we see that dim P,(g) - dim 
SecX=(dimg-l)-2(dimgi+l)=dimgs-lzdimh-l=rkg-1. 0 
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Example 5.5. We give a table of adjoint varieties. It follows from Theorem 5.1 
and Proposition 5.4 that those varieties in case of rk 2 2 yield an example of 
projective varieties X C P with degenerate secants, that is, dim Set X < 
2dimX+landSecX#p. 
Table of adjoint varieties 
highest root XC$ 
q +ti/ lyT,i) = P’ x P’ n (1) 
d’z F,(Q”&l)“‘-’ 
2q m(P-‘) 
“J2 
[F, (Q”-‘141 : 
W? x2” + I 
dim$+ I 
(/ + I)? -- 1 
21? + 1 
212 + I 
21’ ~ I 
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In the table, w, denotes the i-th fundamental weight as in [Br], e)? the Veronese 
embedding, Q” a quadric hypersurface of dimension n, E,,,( Q”) the Fano vari- 
ety of m-planes in Q’, and n( 1) cutting by a general hyperplane (see [FH], [Hr] 
for the definitions). 
Note that, using Proposition 2.2, one can compute the dimension of each X 
of exceptional type. On the other hand, one obtains explicit description of X in 
the table for each classical type as follows: For Al, we directly see that the 
homogeneous projective variety X 2 P,(E) arising from the representation 
with highest weight WI + WI is the flag manifold parametrizing the pairs (P, H) 
such that P E P,(g) and H C_ p,(g) is a hyperplane with P E H. For B, and D,, 
let Q C p,(e) be a quadric hypersurface defined by the canonical inner product 
on 8. Then X C P,(g) corresponding to w2 is the Fano variety of lines in Q (see, 
for example, [FH; p. 3871). For C,, since the homogeneous projective variety 
corresponding to wi is just [FD*‘-’ and the adjoint variety X & p,(g) is corre- 
sponding to 2~1, we see that X C pX(~) is the 2-uple embedding of lF’” ‘. 
6. CONTACT LOCI OF SECANTS OF ADJOINT VARIETIES WITH TANGENT SPACES 
Let X C IFD be a smooth projective variety. For a general point u E Set X, put 
C,, := {w E Sm(Sec X)/T,.Sec X = T,,Sec X}, 
where Sm(Sec X) denotes the smooth locus of Set A’. We call C,, the contart 
locus of Set X with the embedded tangent space T,,Sec X at u. 
In this section we prove 
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Theorem 6.1. IfX g P,(g) IS an adjoint variety, then dim C, = 2 for a general 
point u E Set X. 
By virtue of Proposition 5.3 it suffices to consider the case u = hx, so that the 
claim follows from 
Proposition 6.2. IsA’ C P,(g) IS an adjoint variety, then Cl,, = P,($A). 
Proof. Take a general z E p,($~). Then (/zx,z) fl Qx # 0, and we may assume 
that (hx, z) n QA = {x,y} with x # y, where Qx is a conic in the projective plane 
P, (GA) obtained as the orbit G x . hx, as before. According to Terracini’s lemma, 
we have 
T,Sec X = (7’,X, Z# = Th,,Sec X, 
which implies z E Cl,,. Thus we have lf’,(e;,) C Ch,. 
Conversely, let z be a general point in Chi. Then it follows from Proposition 
5.3 that there exists an element g E G such that z = g. hx E P,(g SA). It follows 
from Terracini’s lemma that Th,Sec X = ( TY,,X, T,_,X). On the other hand, 
(K,X, TY_,X) = P*([g, (Xx, X--x)]) since T,,,X = P*([g, X*X]). Therefore, de- 
noting by LX the subspace g-2 $82 = (XX, X-A) of g, we have Th,Sec X = 
P*([Q, Lx]), so that T,Sec X = P,([g,g LA]). Since z E CjzA, these linear spaces 
coincide in P,(g) and we have 
[8, &I = [!3, g -Ll. 
LetZ=Zo+C,,, c,X, be a vector in g LA, where Z0 E h and c,, E @. The 
h-component of the vector [X_,,,Z] is -c,H,. Since [X_,,Z] E [g,g Lx] = 
[g, LA] and [g, LA] = g-1 $ SA $ 81, we have c,, = 0 unless a = *X, where one 
should note that @ . HO # @. HI9 if a # +!?. Thus we have 
g.Lx CLx@ll 
This implies that 
[g.Lx,g.Lxl c $x, 
where [Lx,Lx] =@.Hx,[Lx,h] = L X and [h, h] = 0. On the other hand, since it 
follows that 6~ = [[LA, LX], LA] @ [LX, LA], we have 
g.ex = [[g’Lx,g’Lxl>g~L~l~ [g.Lx,g~Lxl. 
Combining these formulas, we see that g. 6~ & $A, so that z E p,(e,). Hence 
chA c p*(&). 0 
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